Sainj Hydroelectric Power Plant

World record for long distance concrete pumping to 2.432 Km

Project: Sainj Hydroelectric Power Plant

Location: Kullu District, Himachal Pradesh, India

Project completed: March 2015

Applicator/Contractor: HCC

Market sector: Hydropower

Products used & amounts: MasterGlenium SKY 8787

Sales contact: Construction-india@basf.com

The Background

Sainj Hydroelectric Project is a run of the river project on Sainj River in Kullu District of Himachal Pradesh, India. The project comprised of a diversion barrage, intake arrangement for drawing 35.88 cumecs of water, two underground de-silting chambers, a 6,300 m long, 3.85 m diameter modified horse-shoe shaped Head Race Tunnel (HRT), an underground restricted orifice-type 9 m diameter and 87 m high surge shaft, a 2.75 m diameter 550 m long steel lined pressure shaft, two Pelton vertical axis turbines, each generating 50 MW power located in an underground power house.

BASF has been commissioned by HCC to supply concrete admixtures for the construction of the HRT.

The finished diameter of HRT is only 3.85 m and in such smaller diameter tunnel, vehicle movement and crossing are restricted and carrying out multi activities poses severe challenge due to congested working space. The movement of concrete conveying transit mixers is often restricted to one way traffic only.

Temperature (ranging from 5°C to 35°C) and humidity inside the tunnel required adequate ventilation system which also create challenging working conditions as tunnel length increases. To overcome these problems, long distance concrete pumping is used for the concrete lining work of HRT.
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Flow of concrete at 2,400m from the pumping point

Concrete pump is the heart of the operation. It can be operated on 2 sides- piston side (for Long distance) and rod side (for short distance)

The Challenge

While attempting long distance concrete pumping, selection of concrete pump, layout of concrete conveying pipeline, selection and quality control of concrete materials, dealing with diverse climatic conditions and safe execution of all construction operations are crucial.

1. Selection of concrete pump – continuous inspections and maintenance to avoid breakdown and ensure the continuity of the long distance pumping.
2. Pipeline installation and maintenance – the right pipe diameter (150mm dia.) and thickness must be designed to withstand high pumping pressure. Design for the pipeline layout had to be efficient to keep the required flow rates and at the same time stable during operations. Cleaning of the pipeline must be thorough as even a small chunk of concrete remaining inside the pipeline has the potential for disrupting the pumping operation.
3. Concrete materials – controlling the variations in concrete materials is key to control the quality and consistency of concrete. Concrete mix must be able to meet the concreting requirements associated to pumping distance, temperatures and relative humidity inside and outside the tunnel.
4. Climatic condition – located in the Himalayan region with diverse temperatures ranging from 5°C to 35°C.
5. Safety – pumping concrete in long distance involved working with high sustained pressure compared to conventional concreting. Safe working conditions like adequate ventilation and lighting are crucial.

Layout of long distance concrete pumping - 1.36 km upstream and 2.432 km downstream
Our Solution

With specially formulated concrete admixture MasterGlenium SKY 8787, the Smart Dynamic Concrete (SDC) technology improved the concrete mix characteristics by providing varying retention periods (4-12 hours) while maintaining workability. Most importantly, MasterGlenium SKY 8787 increased the flowability of the concrete mix, allowing concrete to be pumped up to 1,360 m upstream and 2,432 m downstream for the concrete lining works in the HRT.

Periodical lab and full scale field trials were performed to continuously aid the concreting process in adverse climatic conditions. With MasterGlenium SKY 8787, the optimum concrete mix is easily achieved with QA / QC in monitoring the standards consistency of other raw materials, providing high performance concrete for the tunnel lining.

The customer’s benefit

- Eliminated the dangers of working in congested space - lesser ‘near-miss’ compared to traditional approach.
- Improved the quality of the lining and overall QA / QC, with zero or negligible repairing cost.
- Saves construction time of up to 50% - faster project delivery which lead to early revenue generation allowing other components of the project to be completed in tandem.
- Overall enhanced the quality of construction.
- Marked the history of long distance concrete pumping, with potential for even longer pumping up to 3 km in future.

Projects facts at a glance

- 1st project in the world to pump concrete to the longest distance
- Concrete pumped to 2,432 m downstream and 1,360 m upstream
- Robust concrete mix with 4-12 hours retention period
- Setting time between 8-22 hours for concrete workability

Master Builders Solutions from BASF

The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of BASF’s expertise together to create chemical solutions for new construction, maintenance, repair and renovation of structures. Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained from more than a century in the construction industry.

The know-how and experience of a global community of BASF construction experts form the core of Master Builders Solutions. We combine the right elements from our portfolio to solve your specific construction challenges. We collaborate across areas of expertise and regions and draw on the experience gained from countless construction projects worldwide. We leverage global BASF technologies, as well as our in-depth knowledge of local building needs, to develop innovations that help make you more successful and drive sustainable construction.

The comprehensive portfolio under the Master Builders Solutions brand encompasses concrete admixtures, cement additives, chemical solutions for underground construction, waterproofing solutions, sealants, concrete repair & protection solutions, performance grouts, performance flooring solutions.

® = registered trademark of BASF group in many countries

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY (Disclaimer)

The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. They do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the product and, in view of the many factors that may affect processing and application of our products, do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests. The agreed contractual quality of the product at the time of transfer of risk is based solely on the data in the specification data sheet. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights, etc. given in this publication may change without prior information. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our product to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed (09/2013).